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Patience as a gift from Spirit seems sometimes undervalued,
seen as a lessor gift amongst the others. Thinking of Spirit
being one that can bring this to reality more and more in our
lives seems like it amplifies it or lifts it to a higher level of
importance as a spiritual practice and expression of sacred
presence. Patience for our ancestors was their longing for
God's shalom and yet not seeing it in fullness or as they would
have hoped come in their lifetime- they died waiting patiently.
The active patience that fueled their faithful lives has been
passed on through the generations-we still long for the fullness
of Shalom. Sometimes this patience finds an answer,
sometimes it never comes. What is patience not?-static
inactivity, apathy, laziness, foolishness. Patience is active
waiting -sometimes like a hockey fan leaning on the edge of
their seat in over time during a playoff game, waiting to see if
their team will score the winner. Sometimes waiting though is
long and slow and hard to hold on to, like watching water
slowly drip from a melting icicle, winter turning into spring,
snow flurries still in May, will we ever get there? 

 
Matthew Church



Lifelessness
 

What once had life is dead
 Too soon the spark of hope was shed
 What once had beauty is torn
 The look of pain its face has worn
 What once saw light is cold
 Waiting for a life untold
 What once was strong is weak
 A hollow corpse that cannot speak
 What once did smile now cries
 An empty look across its eyes
 What once had color turned grey
 And no more stars come out to play
 What once held hope up high is gone
 It hides its grief beneath the dawn

By Carlie Wilcox 
(written and published when I was in grade 9)



Hope

It first comes
as just a whisper,
a far-off echo
from some distant land
Then,
breath upon
dying embers,
hovering,
searching for
some lighted
coal to be revealed-
a flicker of flame!
With sure breath
from deep places,
strange imaginations
are lit
that pierce through
dulled darkness
 
It is as much
a doubtful matter

as it is a faith-filled matter
A fragile egg
nested in
the heights
of cedar branches,
so quickly dashed,
deafened and defaced

It struggles
to emerge from
infancy to
first steps
without being
kicked to the curb

But when it is found,
and one is found within it,
then as a furnace
it fills every room
and finds a way out
of every open window.

Matthew Church, local poet
From Strange Imaginations, Advent Poetics 2021



Hope Restored

All these things that I have carefully wrapped up and secretly buried
Delicate layers of linen and cloth to encircle what is dead and dying

As if the pretty packaging lets me pretend that I’m still willing to
hold on and tend to the resurrection I so long for

But I have long since wavered and declined in any faith that these
hopes are promises being delivered, miracles still unfolding

And I have left them to silently slip away

Because it’s just too hard, too exhausting to keep waiting, to keep
breathing life into what feels like lifelessness

All the while knowing that I walk with the One who brings new life
from the death and dying, I talk with the One who is Hope in the
face of hopelessness, despair, and the place of giving up and letting
go, the only One who does the breathing of life into lifelessness

Oh, the very painful transaction, where giving up meets active
surrender and trust, the very uncomfortable tension between death
and new life, where there is no breaking of the line between even
though it feels like there certainly is

As if what dies is over and done, but then comes something new,
tiny at first flicker, seen only on the horizon, something way better
than any previous imagining



Joy

One day
it will be
all we know,
trees bursting
forth with
a royal welcome
But here
and now
the fig tree
is dying
There is devastation
of the incarnation
desecration of
sacred lands and
sacred lives

I wanted my way, fought viciously, then gave up
Now He brings me faint visions of His way
Abundantly more than I have ever dared ask for

Can I stand to wait for this?

By Carlie Wilcox
(written in April, 2022, just after I first met with fellow poet,
Matthew Church, just after reading his poems Hope and Joy)



The list of crimes
is never-ending
with despair and cynicism
always hiring,
and enslaving,
and embittering
Is there some
undercurrent here
deeper than
the pain and sorrow?
Something strengthening
underneath
that could uphold
this mess?
Maybe our efforts
need to go downward,
a rugged search
and surrender
to uncover this treasure
hidden underground
-true riches
and true gift.
As we behold it,

there comes
illumination
if we
descend
there often,
we may be forged
as ones with
strange
imaginations,
inspired
towards singing,
long-suffering,
and dances
of praise.
We know
a lot less of it
now,
but it is present
within us-
as a tension,
and oddity,
a lifeline
and a prayer.

Matthew Church, local poet
From Strange Imaginations, Advent Poetics 2021



“For the rest of your life, you will remember today. I want you
to remember that you held nothing back, you did not lose heart,
you did not stop fighting, you did not quit.” 

Pep talk during final, playoff football game by Coach Grant
Taylor from “Facing the Giants”, a Kendrick Brothers movie 

* Matthew will make Strange Imaginations Advent Poetics
booklet available to everyone at Lambrick again in November

in a new updated and edited version for 2022.


